EDS

eDS™ Skin Rejuvenation

The latest innovation from Aestheticare is the EDS Skin Rejuvenation medical skin-needling
device. This is the next level from the multi-gold, award winning Genuine Dermaroller to provide
to the customer – Even more intensive, Even more controllable, Even more comfortable.
Helping make your skin Even smoother, brighter, younger and healthier looking.

Medical skin-needling is an established clinical procedure used as a key treatment for:

• Acne scars
• Sun damaged and ageing skin
• Facial and décolletage lines and wrinkles
• Stretch marks on the body

EDS™ Skin Rejuvenation provides advanced, electronic skin needling procedure. This
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stimulates the skin to regenerate and repair itself naturally and safely.

It is most commonly on the face (however we can treat décolletage, stomach legs etc.) to
produce thousands of needle columns in the skin. These columns will stimulate the skin to
regenerate and repair itself while closing rapidly enabling the skin to recover quickly.

The precision engineering of the device enables us to control the treatment intensity, adjusting
the needle depth and speed depending on the area and skin condition. Numbing cream will be
applied prior to treatment for comfort. During the procedure a hyaluronic acid solution or
advanced mesotherapy solution will be applied to enhance the results.

After an EDS™ Skin Rejuvenation procedure your body will start to naturally regenerate and
repair the skin, working below the surface in the dermis. This takes time as new collagen is
formed, skin cells are generated and blood supply is enhanced. It can take up to six weeks
before visible signs of regeneration and repair are seen and the process will continue over the
following months. Normally a series of three procedures every six weeks are recommended. It
may be necessary to increase the number required depending on your skin complaint.

After Procedure Skincare – Immediately after you will look as though you had moderate
sunburn and your skin will feel warm and tight. This can start to subside within a few hours and
be slightly red the next day. We apply a cooling mask straight after the procedure to improve the
recovery. Also a skin colour specialist cream to reduce redness. We advise to wear Heliocare
SPF50 face gel which must be worn daily for 2 weeks and a recovery cream to be applied until
the redness has gone. You will be advised to use tepid water only with clean hands to cleanse
the face until redness has gone. No make-up for 12 hours after
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Book an appointment with a £30 Deposit

Click here to see before and after images
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